Abstract. We describe a procedure for identifying major minima and maxima of a time series, and present two applications of this procedure. The first application is fast compression of a series, by selecting major extrema and discarding the other points. The compression algorithm runs in linear time and takes constant memory. The second application is indexing of compressed series by their major extrema, and retrieval of series similar to a given pattern. The retrieval procedure searches for the series whose compressed representation is similar to the compressed pattern. It allows the user to control the trade-off between the speed and accuracy of retrieval. We show the effectiveness of the compression and retrieval for stock charts, meteorological data, and electroencephalograms.
Introduction
We view a time series as a sequence of values measured at equal intervals; for example, the series in Figure 1 includes the values 20, 22, 25, 22, and so on. We describe a compression procedure based on extraction of certain important minima and maxima from a series. For example, we can compress the series in Figure 1 by extracting the circled minima and maxima, and discarding the other points. We also propose a measure of similarity between series and show that it works well with compressed data. Finally, we present a technique for indexing and retrieval of compressed series; we have tested it on four data sets (Table 1) , which are publicly available through the Internet. [Singh and McAtackney, 1998; Sheikholeslami et al., 1998; Stoffer, 1999; Yi et al., 2000] ; however, this technique has several disadvantages. In particular, it smoothes local extrema, which may lead to a loss of important information, and it does not work well for erratic series [Ikeda et al., 1999] . Chan and his colleagues applied Haar wavelet transforms to time series and showed several advantages of this technique over Fourier transforms [Chan and Fu, 1999; Chan et al., 2003] . Guralnik and Srivastava [1999] considered the problem of detecting a change in the trend of a data stream, and developed a technique for finding "change points" in a series. Last et al. [2001] proposed a general framework for knowledge discovery in time series, which included representation of a series by its key features, such as slope and signal-tonoise ratio. They described a technique for computing these features and identifying the points of change in the feature values.
Researchers have also studied the use of small alphabets for compression of time series, and applied string matching to the pattern search [Agrawal et al., 1995; Huang and Yu, 1999; André-Jönsson and Badal, 1997; Lam and Wong, 1998; Park et al., 1999; Qu et al., 1998 ]. For example, Guralnik et al. [1997] compressed stock prices using a nine-letter alphabet. Singh and McAtackney [1998] represented stock prices, particle dynamics, and stellar light intensity using a three-letter alphabet. Lin and Risch [1998] used a two-letter alphabet to encode major spikes in a series. Das et al. [1998] utilized an alphabet of primitive shapes for efficient compression. These techniques give a high compression rate, but their descriptive power is limited, which makes them inapplicable in many domains.
Perng et al.
[2000] investigated a compression technique based on extraction of "landmark points," which included local minima and maxima. ] used the endpoints of best-fit line segments to compress a series. Keogh et al. [2001] reviewed the compression techniques based on approximation of a time series by a sequence of straight segments. We describe an alternative compression technique, based on selection of important minima and maxima.
Similarity measures. Several researchers have defined similarity as the distance between points in a feature space. For example, Caraca-Valente and Lopez-Chavarrias [2000] used Euclidean distance between feature vectors containing angle of knee movement and muscle strength, and Lee et al. [2000] applied Euclidean distance to compare feature vectors containing color, texture, and shape of video data. This technique works well when all features have the same units of scale [Goldin and Kanellakis, 1995] , but it is often ineffective for combining disparate features.
An alternative definition of similarity is based on bounding rectangles; two series are similar if their bounding rectangles are similar. It allows fast pruning of clearly dissimilar series [Perng et al., 2000; , but it is less effective for selecting the most similar series.
The envelope-count technique is based on dividing a series into short segments, called envelopes, and defining a yes/no similarity for each envelope. Two series are similar within an envelope if their point-by-point differences are within a certain threshold. The overall similarity is measured by the number of envelopes where the series are similar [Agrawal et al., 1996] . This measure allows fast computation of similarity, and it can be adapted for noisy and missing data [Das et al., 1997; Bollobas et al., 1997] .
Finally, we can measure a point-by-point similarity of two series and then aggregate these measures, which often requires interpolation of missing points. For example, used linear interpolation with this technique, and Perng et al. [2000] applied cubic approximation. Keogh and Pazzani [2000] also described a point-by-point similarity with modified Euclidean distance, which does not require interpolation.
Indexing and retrieval.
Researchers have studied a variety of techniques for indexing of time series. For example, Deng [1998] applied kdtrees to arrange series by their significant features, Chan and Fu [1999] combined wavelet transforms with R-trees, and Bozkaya and her colleagues used vantage-point trees for indexing series by numeric features [Bozkaya et al., 1997; Bozkaya and Özsoyoglu, 1999] . indexed series by their local extrema and by properties of the segments between consecutive extrema. Li et al. [1998] proposed a retrieval technique based on a multi-level abstraction hierarchy of features. Aggarwal and Yu [2000] considered grid structures, but found that the grid performance is often no better than exhaustive search. They also showed that exhaustive search among compressed series if often faster than sophisticated indexing techniques.
We compress a time series by selecting some of its minima and maxima, and dropping the other points (Figure 2 ). The intuitive idea is to discard minor fluctuations and keep major minima and maxima. We control the compression rate with a parameter R, which is always greater than one; an increase of R leads to selection of fewer points. A point a m of a series a 1 ,...,a n is an important minimum if there are indices i and j, where i ≤ m ≤ j, such that
• a m is the minimum among a i ,...,a j , and In Figure 4 , we give a procedure for selecting important points, which takes linear time and constant memory. It outputs the values and indices of all important points, as well as the first and last point of the series. This procedure can process new points as they arrive, without storing the original series; for example, it can compress a live electroencephalogram without waiting until the end of the data collection. We have implemented it in Visual Basic 6 and tested on a 300-MHz PC; for an n-point series, the compression time is 14 · n microseconds.
We have applied the compression procedure to the data sets in Table 1, and compared it with two simple techniques: equally spaced points and randomly selected points. We have experimented with different compression rates, which are defined as the percentage of points removed from a series. For example, "eighty-percent compression" means that we select 20% of points and discard the other 80%.
For each compression technique, we have measured the difference between the original series and the compressed series. We have considered three measures of difference between the original series, a 1 ,...,a n , and the series interpolated from the compressed version, b 1 ,...,b n .
Mean difference:
Root mean square difference:
We summarize the results in Table 2 , which shows that important points are significantly more accurate than the two simple methods.
Similarity Measures
We define similarity between time series, which underlies the retrieval procedure. We measure similarity on a zero-to-one scale; zero means no likeness and one means perfect likeness. We review three basic measures of similarity and then propose a new measure. First, we define similarity between two numbers, a and b:
The mean similarity between two series, a 1 ,...,a n and b 1 ,...,b n , is the mean of their point-by-point similarity:
We also define the root mean square similarity:
IMPORTANT-POINTS
 Top-level function for finding important points.
The input is a time series a 1 ,...,a n ; the output is the values and indices of the selected important points.
 Find the first important minimum after the ith point.
 Find the first important maximum after the ith point. Figure 4 Compression procedure. We process a series a 1 ,...,a n and use a global variable n to represent its size. The procedure outputs the values and indices of the selected points. In addition, we consider the correlation coefficient, which is a standard statistical measure of similarity. It ranges from −1 to 1, but we can convert it to the zero-to-one scale by adding one and dividing by two. For series a 1 ,...,a n and b 1 ,...,b n , with mean values m a = (a 1 +...+ a n ) / n and m b = (b 1 +...+ b n ) / n, the correlation coefficient is In Figure 5 , we show the meaning of this definition for a  ≥ b , based on the illustrated triangle. We draw the vertical line through b to the intersection with the triangle's side; the ordinate of the intersection is the similarity of a and b. The peak similarity of two series is the mean similarity of their points, (psim(a 1 , b 1 ) +...+ psim(a n , b n )) / n. We next give an empirical comparison of the four similarity measures. For each series, we have found the five most similar series, and then determined the mean difference between the given series and the other five. In Table 3 , we summarize the results and compare them with the perfect exhaustive-search selection and with random selection. The results show that the peak similarity performs better than the other measures, and that the correlation coefficient is the least effective.
We have also used the four similarity measures to identify close matches for each series, and compared the results with ground-truth neighborhoods. For stocks, we have considered small neighborhoods formed by industry subgroups, as well as large neighborhoods formed by industry groups, according to Standard and Poor's classification. For air and sea temperatures, we have used geographic proximity to define two ground-truth neighborhoods. The first neighborhood is the 1×5 rectangle in the grid of buoys, and the second is the 3×5 rectangle. For wind speeds, we have also used geographic proximity; the first neighborhood includes all sites within 70 miles, and the second includes the sites within 140 miles. For electroencephalograms, the first neighborhood is the 3×3 rectangle in the grid of electrodes, and the second is the 5×5 rectangle.
For each series, we have found the five closest matches, and then determined the average number of matches that belong to the same neighborhood. In Table 4 , we give the results and compare them with the perfect selection and random selection; larger numbers correspond to better selections.
The results show that the peak similarity is usually more effective than the other three similarities. If we use the 90% compression, the peak similarity gives better selection than the other similarity measures for the stock prices, air and sea temperatures, and EEG; however, it gives worse results for the wind speeds. If we use the 95% compression, the peak similarity outperforms the other measures on the stocks, temperatures, EEG, and large-neighborhood selection for the wind speeds; however, it loses to the mean similarity and correlation coefficient on the smallneighborhood selection for the wind speeds.
We have also checked how well the peak similarity of original series correlates with the peak similarity of their compressed versions (Figure 6) . We have observed a good linear correlation, which gracefully degrades with an increase of compression rate. Table 3 Differences between selected similar series. For each given series, we have selected the five most similar series, and then measured the mean difference between the given series and the other five. Smaller differences correspond to better selection. We also show the running times of selecting similar series. Figure 6 Correlation between the peak similarity of original series and the peak similarity of their compressed versions. We show the correlation for three compression rates: 80%, 90%, and 95%.
We give an algorithm that inputs a pattern series and retrieves similar series from a database. It includes three steps: identifying a "prominent feature" of the pattern, finding similar features in the database, and comparing the pattern with each series that has a similar feature.
We begin by defining a leg of a series, which is the segment between two consecutive important points. For each leg, we store the values listed in Figure 7, denoted vl, vr, il, ir, ratio , and length; we give an example of these values in Figure 8 . The prominent leg of a pattern is the leg with the greatest endpoint ratio.
The retrieval procedure inputs a pattern and searches for similar segments in a database (Figure 9 ). First, it finds the pattern leg with the greatest endpoint ratio, denoted ratio p , and determines the length of this leg, length p . Next, it identifies all legs in the database that have a similar endpoint ratio and length. A leg is considered similar to the pattern leg if its ratio is between ratio p / C and ratio p · C, and its length is between length p / D and length p · D, where C and D are parameters for controlling the search.
We index all legs in the database by their ratio and length using a range tree, which is a standard structure for indexing points by two coordinates [Edelsbrunner, 1981; Samet, 1990] . If the total number of legs is l, and the number of retrieved legs with an appropriate ratio and length is k, then the retrieval time is O(k + lg l).
Finally, the procedure identifies the segments that contain the selected legs (Figure 10 ) and computes their similarity to the pattern. If the similarity is above a given threshold T, the procedure outputs the segment as a match. In Figure 11 , we give an example of a stock-price pattern and similar segments retrieved from the stock database.
The described procedure can miss a matching segment that does not have a leg corresponding to the pattern's prominent leg. We illustrate this problem in Figure 12 , where the prominent leg of the pattern has no equivalent in the matching series. To avoid this problem, we introduce the notion of an extended leg, which is a segment that would be a leg under a higher compression rate (Figure 12c ). Formally, points a i and a j of a series a 1 ,...,a n form an extended upward leg if
• a i is a local minimum, and a j is a local maximum, and • for every m ∈ [i..j], we have a i < a m < a j . The definition of an extended downward leg is similar. 
PATTERN-RETRIEVAL
The procedure inputs a pattern series and searches a time-series database; the output is a list of segments from the database that match the pattern.
Identify the pattern leg p with the greatest endpoint ratio, denoted ratio p . Determine the length of this pattern leg, denoted length p . Find all legs in the database that satisfy the following conditions:
• their endpoint ratios are between ratio p / C and ratio p · C, and • their lengths are between length p / D and length p · D. For each leg in the set of selected legs:
Identify the segment corresponding to the pattern (Figure 10 ). Compute the similarity between the segment and the pattern. If the similarity is above the threshold T, then output the segment. Figure 9 Search for segments similar to a given pattern. We use three parameters to control the search: maximal ratio deviation C, maximal length deviation D, and similarity threshold T. We identify all extended legs, and index them in the same way as normal legs. The advantage of this approach is more accurate retrieval, and the disadvantage is a larger indexing structure. In Figure 13 , we give an algorithm for identifying upward extended legs; the procedure for finding downward extended legs is similar. We assume that normal upward legs in the input series are numbered from 1 to l. First, the procedure processes important maxima; for each maximum ir k , it identifies the next larger maximum and stores its index in next [k] . Second, it uses this information to identify extended legs. The running time of the first part is linear in the number of normal legs, and the time of the second part is linear in the number of extended legs.
EXTENDED-LEGS
The input is the list of legs in a series; the output is a list of all extended legs.
initialize an empty stack S of leg indices PUSH(S, 1) for k = 2 to l do while S is not empty and ir
while S is not empty do next[TOP(S)] = NIL; POP(S) initialize an empty list of extended legs
Figure 13 Identifying extended legs. We assume that normal legs are numbered 1 to l.
To evaluate the retrieval accuracy, we have compared the retrieval results with the matches identified by a slow exhaustive search. We have ranked the matches found by the retrieval algorithm from most to least similar. In Figures 14 and 15 , we plot the ranks of matches found by the fast algorithm versus the ranks of exhaustive-search matches. For instance, if the fast algorithm has found only three among seven closest matches, the graph includes the point (3, 7). Note that the fast algorithm never returns "false positives" since it verifies each candidate match.
The retrieval time grows linearly with the pattern length and with the number of candidate segments identified at the initial step of the retrieval algorithm. If we increase C and D, the procedure finds more candidates and misses fewer matchers, but the retrieval takes more time. In Table 5 , we give the mean number of candidate segments in the retrieval experiments, for three different values of C and D; note that this number does not depend on the pattern length.
We have measured the speed of a Visual-Basic implementation on a 300-MHz PC. If the pattern has m legs, and the procedure identifies k candidate matches, then the retrieval time is 70 · m · k microseconds. For the stock database with 60,000 points, the retrieval takes from 0.1 to 2.5 seconds. For the database of air and sea temperatures, which includes 450,000 points, the time is between 1 and 10 seconds. Table 5 Average number of the candidate segments that match a pattern's prominent leg. The retrieval algorithm identifies these candidates and then compares them with the pattern. The number of candidates depends on the search parameters C and D. 
Concluding Remarks
The main results include a procedure for compressing time series, indexing of compressed series by their prominent features, and retrieval of series whose compressed representation is similar to the compressed pattern. The experiments have shown the effectiveness of this technique for indexing of stock prices, weather data, and electroencephalograms. We plan to apply it to other time-series domains and study the factors that affect its effectiveness. We are working on an extended version of the compression procedure, which will assign different importance levels to the extrema of time series, and allow construction of a hierarchical indexing structure [Gandhi, 2003 ]. We also aim to extend the developed technique for finding patterns that are stretched over time, and apply it to identifying periodic patterns, such as weather cycles. Figure 14 Retrieval of stock charts. The horizontal axes show the ranks of matches retrieved by the fast algorithm. The vertical axes are the ranks assigned to the same matches by the exhaustive search. If the fast algorithm has found all matches, the graph is a forty-five degree line; otherwise, it is steeper. 
